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What is America’s oil problem?

◊ We’ve lifted oil longer and faster than anyone
else, so our oil is more depleted (we have
~2–3%, extract ~9%, use ~25% of world oil)

◊ So the next barrel costs more at home than
abroad, so imports rise

◊ A market economy offers only three solutions
 Protectionism: tax foreign oil (violates WTO), subsidize

domestic oil (same, and suppress efficiency), and address
domestic depletion by…accelerating it

 Trade: buy from cheapest source, earn money, be friends

 Substitution: best buys first to do tasks now done by oil

◊ As expected, oil has become uncompetitive
even at low prices before it becomes
unavailable even at high prices



Whalers ran out of customers
before they ran out of whales…

Rise and fall of the U.S. whaling fleet, 1821–1884
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…even before Drake struck oil in 1859!



Some recent wildcat discoveries…
all domestic and inexhaustible

◊ 8.3 million bbl/d play in the Detroit Formation

◊ 1.6 million bbl/d play in heavy trucks

◊ 1.2 million bbl/d play in industrial fuels/feeds

◊ 1.1 million bbl/d play in buildings

◊ 0.9 million bbl/d play in aircraft

◊ 1.6 million bbl/d play in other oil end-uses

◊ > 5 million bbl/d play in robustly competitive
biofuels, chiefly cellulosic ethanol, and in
biomaterials and biolubricants

◊ 12 TCF/y play in electricity and gas end-uses

Shouldn’t we drill the most prospective plays first?



Business-based oil solution

Independent, detailed,
peer-reviewed, transparent

Cosponsored by USDoD

For business & mil. leaders,
built on business cases

Book and technical backup
are free at:

move.rmi.org/oilendgame

Over the next few decades,
the U.S. can eliminate its
use of oil and revitalize its
economy, led by business
for profit

This work was cosponsored by OSD and ONR. The views expressed are those of the authors alone, not of the sponsors.
Copyright © 2006  Rocky Mountain Institute. All rights reserved. Hypercar® and Fiberforge® are registered trademark of Hypercar, Inc.



A profitable US transition beyond
oil (with best 2004 technologies)
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government projection (extrapolated after 2025)

end-use efficiency @ $12/bbl

plus supply substitution @<$26/bbl

plus optional hydrogen from leftover saved
natural gas 

U.S. oil use and imports, 1950–2035

Petroleum use

Petroleum imports

)

plus optional hydrogen from leftover saved 
natural gas and/or renewables (illustrating 
10% substitution; 100%+ is feasible)

(av. $18/bbl)

Practice run 1977–85: GDP +27%,
oil use –17%, oil imports –50%,

Persian Gulf imports –87%

Practice run 1977Practice run 1977––85: GDP +27%,85: GDP +27%,
oil use oil use ––17%, oil imports 17%, oil imports ––50%,50%,

Persian Gulf imports Persian Gulf imports ––87%87%

You are hereYou are hereYou are here

Vs. $26/bbl
oil, a $180b
investment
saves
$155b/y
gross, $70b/y
net; cuts CO2
26%; 1M new
+ 1M saved
jobs

With same rapid economic growth, no
lifestyle change, no new invention
required…and all implementable
without new fuel taxes, subsidies,
mandates, or national laws

OPEC’s exports fell 48%, breaking
its pricing power for a decade; US

is Saudi Arabia of negabarrels

OPECOPEC’’s exports fell 48%, breakings exports fell 48%, breaking
its pricing power for a decade; USits pricing power for a decade; US
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CARS: save 69% at 57¢/gal

BLDGS/IND.: big, cheap
    savings;
    often
    lower
    capex

Vehicles use 70% of US oil, but integ-
rating low mass & drag with advanced
propulsion saves ~2/3 very cheaply

TRUCKS: save 25% free,
65% @ 25¢/gal

PLANES: save 20% free,
45–65% @ ≤46¢/gal

Technology is improving faster for efficient end-use than for energy supply

155 mph, 94 mpg

Surprise:
ultralighting
is free —
offset by
simpler
automaking
and the 2–3×
smaller
powertrain



Each day, your car uses ~100×
its weight in ancient plants.
Where does that fuel energy go?

 6% accelerates the car, ~0.3% moves the driver

 Three-fourths of the fuel use is weight-related

 Each unit of energy saved at the wheels saves ~7–8
units of gasoline in the tank (or ~3–4 with a hybrid)

 So first make the car radically lighter-weight!

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Braking resistance Rolling resistance Aerodynamic drag
Engine loss Idling loss Drivetrain loss
Accessory loss

87% of the fuel energy is wasted

13% tractive load



Three technology paths: aluminum, light steels,
carbon composites (the strongest & lightest)

• Carbon-composite crush structures can absorb 6–12× as
much energy per pound as steel…and more smoothly

• This can make cars lighter but bigger and safer…
and simpler and potentially cheaper to manufacture

• Immaterial
damage when T-
boned by Golf

•15 lb of carbon
crush cones
(0.4% of car’s
weight) can ab-
sorb all crash en-
ergy @ 65 mph



Confirmed by racecar crash
experience (thermoplastics are even tougher)

Katherine Legge’s 180-mph
walk-away ChampCar (similar
to Formula One) wall crash on
29 September 2006



Migrating innovation from military/
aerospace to high-volume vehicles

◊ 1994–96: DARPA/IATA* Skunk Works® team
designed an advanced tactical fighter airframe

 made 95% of carbon-fiber composites

 1/3 lighter than its 72%-metal predecessor

 but 2/3 cheaper…

 because designed to be made from carbon,
not from metal

*Integrated Technology for Affordability (IATA)

◊ Finding no military customer for something so
radical, the team leader left. I hired him to lead the
2000 design of a halved-weight SUV with two Tier
Ones, Intl. J. Veh. Design 35(1/2):50–85 (2004),
with 22-month payback at US fuel price…



Show car and a complete virtual design,
uncompromised, production-costed, manufactur-
able with a $2,511 higher retail price (as hybrid)

Midsize 5-seat Revolution concept SUV (2000)
Ultralight (1,889 lb = steel – 53%) but ultrasafe
0–60 mph in 8.2 s: 114 mpg with fuel cell
0–60/7.1 s: 67 mpg with gasoline hybrid

“We’ll take two.”
— Automobile
magazine

World Technology
Award, 2003





Decompounding mass and com–
plexity also decompounds cost

Only ~40–50 kg C, 20–45 kWe, no paint?,
radically simplified, little assembly,...

Exotic materials, low-volume special
propulsion components, innovative design



Radically simplified manufacturing

◊ Mass customization
 Revolution designed for 50k/year production volume
 Integration, modular design, and low-cost assembly
 Low tooling and equipment cost

 14 major structural parts, no hoists
 14 low-pressure diesets (not ~103)
 Self-fixturing, detoleranced in 2 dim. 
 No body shop, optional paint shop
 Plant 2/5 less capital/car-y, 2/3 smaller



Toyota’s Hypercar®-class
1/X concept car (Tokyo Motor Show, 26 Oct 2007)

◊ 1/2 Prius fuel use, simi-
lar interior vol. (4 seats)

◊ 1/3 the weight (420 kg)

◊ carbon-fiber structure

◊ 0.5-L flex-fuel engine
under rear seat, RWD

◊ plug-in hybrid-electric
(if plain hybrid, 400 kg)

• One day earlier, Toray announced a ¥30b plant to mass-produce
carbon-fiber autobody panels and other parts for Toyota, Nissan,
…; in July 2008, similar Honda/Nissan/Toray deal announced too

• Nov 2007: Ford announced 113–340-kg weight cuts MY2012–20

• Dec 2007: 15% av. weight cut in all Nissan vehicles by 2015;
China formed auto lightweighting alliance targeting –200 kg 2010



Stages of the emerging
automotive [r]evolution

◊ An excellent hybrid, properly driven, doubles efficiency
 Considerably more if new diesels can meet ratcheting air regs

◊ Ultralighting (+ better aero and tires) redoubles eff’y.

◊ Cellulosic-ethanol E85 quadruples oil efficiency again
 Biofuels can make driving a way to protect, not harm, the climate

◊ A good plug-in hybrid (such as Toyota is rumored to
plan for initial release MY08) redoubles fuel efficiency
again, and could be attractive if the power grid buys
its electric storage function
 Precursor of “vehicle-to-grid” fuel-cell play—power plant on wheels

 So far, these stages can save 97% of the oil/mile used today

◊ Hydrogen fuel cells also compete via cheaper ¢/mile
and 2–6× less CO2/mile (or zero CO2 if renewable)



And what about plug-in hybrids?

◊ Better platform physics are the key to making
PHEVs efficient and affordable

◊ PHEVs can further improve powertrain efficiency
and, depending on fuel and power sources, emit
less CO2 per mile driven

◊ PHEVs can charge with cheap offpeak electricity
and sell valuable storage at peak hours back to
the grid, paying for the batteries (which the
utility may finance or own)

◊ PHEVs add offpeak storage to the grid, expand-
ing markets for variable renewables (windpower)

◊ This needs a “smart garage” (RMI conf last wk)



Utilities’ emerging distributed-
resources portfolio (EPRI vision)

Efficient
Building
SystemsUtility

Communications

Dynamic
Systems
Control

Data
Management

Distribution
Operations

Distributed
Generation
& Storage

Plug-In Hybrids

Smart
End-Use
Devices

Control
Interface

Advanced
Metering

Consumer Portal
& Building EMS

Internet Renewables

PV

Graphic by Hank Courtright, Senior VP, Electric Power Research Institute, courtesy of Johnson Controls



Smart vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
interface could be important

◊ Cars are parked ~96% of the time

◊ PHEV batteries or FCEV fuel cells in a superefficient U.S. light-
vehicle fleet have ~6–12× total U.S. electric generating
capacity, so even modest V2G displaces all coal/nuclear plants

◊ First ~2 million US drivers selling that capacity back to utility
where/when most valuable could earn back entire car cost

◊ V2G Hypercar®-class vehicles could pay back in just 1–3 years;
RMI spun off Bright Automotive 1/08 to commercialize some

◊ A half-PHEV U.S. light-vehicle fleet would make a night market
for 230 GW of new wind, which would outproduce all coal plants
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The grid could recharge PHEVs with previously spilled night windpower, then lop daytime peak



Hypothetically assuming full deployment in 2025 (actually we realize half
the savings by then); these curves assume no further invention in 2005–25

It pays to be bold: saving half the oil for
$12/bbl is better than saving a fourth at
$6/bbl — otherwise alt. supplies cost too much



>12 TCF/y of US natural gas could be saved
by efficiency, at an average cost ~$0.9/MCF
(<1/10th recent price)
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Biofuels Substitution Supply Curve (Net Mbbl/d)
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• Brazil has replaced 26% of gasoline with sugar-cane ethanol, competitive
without subsidy (the startup subsidy has been recovered ~50× over)
• Sweden is going off oil by 2020 via cellulosic ethanol; also anticipates H2
• Europe in 2003 made 17× as much biodiesel as US: oil companies
distribute >50%; shifts farmers from subsidy to revenue



Great flexibility of ways and timing to eliminate oil in next few decades

• Buy more efficiency (it’s so cheap)

• Wait for the other half of the efficiency—7 Mbbl/d still in process in 2025

• “Balance” can import crude oil/product (can be all N. Amer.) or biofuels
• Or saved U.S. natural gas @ $0.9/million BTU can fill the “balance”…or

• H2 from saved U.S. natural gas can displace “balance” plus domestic oil
• Not counting other options, e.g. Dakotas windpower—50 MT/y H2 source

2025 demand-supply integration

petroleum product equivalent supply & demand, 2025
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1,889-lb curb mass (÷2), low drag, load ÷3,
so 55 mph on same power as normal a/c,
so ready now for direct hydrogen fuel cells

137-liter 345-bar H2 storage
(small enough to package):

3.4 kg for 330-mi range

35-kW fuel cell (small
enough to afford early:
~32x less cumulative
production needed to
reach needed price)

35-kW
load-leveling

batteries



Five ways government can help

1) Stimulate demand for very efficient vehicles
 Feebates—revenue- and size-neutral, more automaker profit

 Create a new million-car-a-year market through leasing to
low-income customers (and scrapping clunkers)

 Smart military and government fleet procurement; “Golden
Carrot” and “Platinum Carrot” to speed innovation

 Heavy-truck-buyer info/leadership, airline loan guarantees

2) Build vibrant 21st Century industries by sharing R&D
risk and deploying faster than the private market
 Military S&T should finance advanced materials development

3) Lower risk of investment for new manufacturing
plants through loan guarantees to automakers

4) Support development of domestic energy supply
infrastructure (hydrocarbons → carbohydrates)

5) Remove barriers to efficiency through coherent
policies and purging perverse incentives



Big, fast changes have happened

◊ U.S. automakers switched in six years from 85% open
wood bodies to 70% closed steel bodies—and in six months
from making four million light vehicles per year to making
the tanks and planes that won World War II

◊ In eight years, 1977–85, US cut oil/GDP by 5.2%/y—equi-
valent, at a given GDP, to a Gulf every 2.5 years; the 7.4-
mpg (47%, 4.9%/y) gain in new US-made cars was the key

◊ Boeing launched 787 4/04, in-service mid-09—built on prior
work, but still all in the lab in 03; so a very complex and
highly regulated product was transformed in five years

◊ GM’s small team took EV1 launch-to-street in three years

◊ Major technological transformations take 12–15 years to
go from 10% to 90% adoption in the product stock, but
innovative business strategies and public policies can get to
the first 10% years earlier, & greatly steepen adoption curve



Mobilization: Accelerating
Change

4.5 Mbbl/d saved, $391 billion in retail fuel savings

90–100% State of the Art vehicles by 2040
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Can an automaker use an efficiency-
based strategy to transform itself?

◊ Boeing’s crisis in 1997 was like Detroit’s a decade later

◊ In 2003, Airbus for first time outproduced Boeing
 “This is really a pivotal moment…could be the beginning of the end for

Boeing's storied airplane business,” said Richard L. Aboulafia, an
aerospace analyst at Teal Group in 2003

◊ Boeing’s bold, efficiency-led response: 787 Dreamliner
 >20% more efficient than comparable modern aircraft, same price

 80% advanced composite by volume, 50% by mass

› Bigger windows, higher-pressure cabin
› Many other important shifts, e.g. hydraulic→el.

 3-day final assembly (737 takes 11 days)

 895 orders, 46 commitments, 459 rights & options

 Sold out into 2018

 Fastest order takeoff of any airliner in history

 Boeing is now rolling out 787’s radical advances to all models

◊ Airbus: Ultra-jumbo A380 2 years late, ~€5b over budget
 Response? Ultraefficient, composite A350—probably too late



Implementation is underway via
“institutional acupuncture”

◊ RMI’s 3-year, $4-million effort has led & consolidated shifts

◊ Need to shift strategy & investment in six sectors
 Aviation: Boeing did it (787 Dreamliner)…and beat Airbus

 Heavy trucks: Wal-Mart led it (with other buyers being added)

 Military: emerged Feb 08 as the federal leader in getting U.S. off oil

 Fuels: strong investor interest and industrial activity

 Finance: rapidly growing interest/realignment will drive others

◊ Cars and light trucks: slowest, hardest, but now changing
 Alan Mulally’s move from Boeing to Ford with transformational intent

 Union and dealers not blocking but eager for fundamental innovation

 Schumpeterian “creative destruction” is causing top executives to be far
more open to previously unthinkable change

 Emerging prospects of leapfrogs by China, India, new market entrants

 Competition, at a fundamental level and at a pace last seen in the
1920s, will change automakers’ managers or their minds, whichever
comes first—sped by RMI’s transformational projects, X Prize, feebates



The oil industry’s conventional wisdom:
approximate long-run supply curve for world
crude oil and substitute fossil-fuel supplies

Source: BP data as graphed by USDoD JASON, “Reducing DoD Fossil-Fuel Dependence”  (JSR-06-
135, Nov. 2006, p. 6, www.fas.org/irp/agency/dod/jason/fossil.pdf), plus (red crosshatched box)
IEA’s 2006 World Energy Outlook estimate of world demand and supply to 2030, plus (black/gray)
RMI’s coal-to-liquids (Fischer-Tropsch) estimate derived from 2006–07 industry data and subject
to reasonable water constraints. This and following graphic were redrawn by Imran Sheikh (RMI)

(IEA, 2006)



How that supply curve stretches ~3 Tbbl if the
U.S. potential shown in Winning the Oil End-
game scales, very approximately, to the world

†These substitutions make sense at any relative prices.
Depending on future prices, additional such substitutions
several- to manyfold larger than shown are also available

*Probably much understated because scaling from U.S. to
world should count abundant tropical cane potential; also, the
estimate does not include emerging major options like algal oils

To scale from U.S. alternatives-to-oil potential in Mbbl/d achievable by the 2040s (at
average cost $16/bbl in 2004 $: www.oilendgame.com) to world potential over 50 y,
multiply the U.S. Mbbl/d × 146,000: 365 d/y × 50 y × 4 (for U.S.→world market size) × 2
(for growth in services provided). Obviously actual resource dynamics are more complex
and these multipliers are very rough, so this result is only illustrative and indicative.

†

*

(IEA, 2006)
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Stretching oil supply curve by ~3 Tbbl
averts >1 trillion tonnes of carbon emissions
and tens of trillions of dollars

Nobody can know who’s right about peak oil,
but it doesn’t matter



Why drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

should especially offend conservatives (“Drilling in All
the Wrong Places,” RMI Solutions J., www.rmi.org, fall 2008)

◊ Insecure: TAPS’s vulnerability is show-stopper

◊ Unimportant: if all went perfectly, says EIA, could start
2018, peak 2027, and cut 2027 U.S. import dependence
by 2 percentage points and 2025 oil price by 2¢/gal

◊ Unprofitable: EIA found in May 08 that then-5× oil prices
wouldn’t yield more or earlier Refuge oil because drilling
costs have risen even more; Refuge oil was very
unattractive to majors in 2001, is even more so now—no
business case

◊ Uncompetitive: Refuge oil is far costlier than almost any
of the far bigger oil-efficiency plays

◊ So why rush to create a new and even more vulnerable
all-American Strait of Hormuz (one is too many), depend
for decades on a geriatric pipeline already past its design
life, yield little oil slowly and riskily, and lose money?



The most comprehensive threat
to national energy security is…
current US federal energy policy

◊ Perpetuates America’s expanding oil dependence
 Policy ranges from rhetorical support (mention of “addiction” &

advanced biofuels in SoU06) to inaction (natural-gas efficiency) to
opposition (seriously improving light-vehicle efficiency)

 Bailed out Iran & Saudi, “created” Ahmadinejad/Chávez/Putin/…

 Funds both sides of the war and impugns U.S. moral standing

 Systematically distorts foreign policy, postures, and attitudes

 Weakens competitiveness, enhances vulnerability and fragility

◊ Strongly favors overcentralized system architecture
 Natural gas (Katrina), electricity (regional blackouts worsening)

◊ Creates terrorist targets (LNG, nukes, Iraq infrastr.)
 Centerpiece: make an all-American Strait of Hormuz (ANWR/TAPS)

◊ Nuclear power drives & reprocessing worsens prolif’n.

◊ If these aren’t desired outcomes, DoD should say so



What are we waiting for?
We are the people we have been waiting for!

www.oilendgame.com,

www.fiberforge.com,
www.r mi.org (Publ’ns.),

www.rmi.org/stanford,
www.natcap.org

Your move…

“Only puny secrets need protection.
Big discoveries are protected
by public incredulity.”

—Marshall McLuhan


